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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a distributed solution to
design a multi-hop ad hoc network where mobile
relay nodes strategically determine their wireless
transmission ranges based on a deep reinforce-
ment learning approach. We consider scenar-
ios where only a limited networking infrastruc-
ture is available but a large number of wireless
mobile relay nodes are deployed in building a
multi-hop ad hoc network to deliver source data
to the destination. A mobile relay node is con-
sidered as a decision-making agent that strategi-
cally determines its transmission range in a way
that maximizes network throughput while min-
imizing the corresponding transmission power
consumption. Each relay node collects infor-
mation from its partial observations and learns
its environment through a sequence of experi-
ences. Hence, the proposed solution requires
only a minimal amount of information from the
system. We show that the actions that the relay
nodes take from its policy are determined as to
activate or inactivate its transmission, i.e., only
necessary relay nodes are activated with the max-
imum transmit power, and nonessential nodes are
deactivated to minimize power consumption. Us-
ing extensive experiments, we confirm that the
proposed solution builds a network with higher
network performance than current state-of-the-
art solutions in terms of system goodput and con-
nectivity ratio.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Illustrative examples of (a) a multi-hop wireless net-
work, and (b) the proposed decision-making process within a
node.
1. Introduction
Given the rapid growth in mobile robotics, such as un-
manned ground vehicles (UGVs) and unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs), research on autonomous network forma-
tion for networked agent systems has gained much atten-
tion (Howard et al., 2002; Luo & Chen, 2012; Nazarzehi
& Savkin, 2018; Zavlanos & Pappas, 2008). In the per-
spective of network design, the main goal is building an
energy-efficient multi-hop network that can connect source
nodes to terminal nodes via mobile relay nodes with en-
ergy constraints. Thus, the network topology is determined
based on wireless connections between relay nodes. Pos-
sible applications include disaster networks (Erdelj et al.,
2017; Yuan et al., 2016) and military networks (Van Hook
et al., 2005) where only limited networking infrastructure is
available, and mobile agents (e.g., robots) that are sparsely
spread across a large area must act as relay nodes to deliver
data in an ad hoc manner. In such a scenario, the mobility
of the agents cannot be controlled centrally because of lim-
itations in the networking infrastructure, which means the
network cannot be designed by determining the location
of the mobile relay nodes. Instead, the network must be
designed by determining the wireless connections between
mobile relay nodes roaming within preassigned areas. An
example of such a network is shown in Figure 1(a).
However, designing an optimal network for relay nodes
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mation about the real-time locations of the mobile nodes
must be collected and considered for the optimal network
topology. The problem becomes even more challenging
when a large number of nodes need to be considered. Be-
cause the number of potential network topologies increases
exponentially with the number of nodes, the computational
complexity of finding the optimal topology becomes too
high for a large-scale network to be practically deployed.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a distributed solu-
tion that is practically deployable because the mobile relay
nodes make decisions about their own transmission ranges.
Thus, the network topology is determined by the decisions
that relay nodes make about themselves.
Unlike a centralized solution, where all necessary informa-
tion can be made available to decision-making agents, each
relay node in the proposed solution makes decisions based
on only partial observations about the overall network.
Thus, each relay node should be able to learn about the net-
work from its own observations, with a minimum amount
of information provided by the system. We adopt the deep
reinforcement learning approach (Mnih et al., 2015; Sil-
ver et al., 2016; Van Hasselt et al., 2016) for sequential
decisions, allowing each relay node to learn its environ-
ment (i.e., network) from a sequence of experiences. In
the proposed decision-making framework, each relay node
chooses the action that maximizes the estimated cumula-
tive future rewards at its state. Specifically, each relay node
makes a decision (i.e., action) of how much its transmission
range needs to be increased or decreased based on its obser-
vations of the number of nodes in its current transmission
range (i.e., state). The reward for the action is designed
to consider both throughput improvement and the amount
of additional transmission power (See Figure 1(b)). Note
that the cumulative future reward should be available for
all state-action pairs to find the optimal policy that returns
the optimal action at each state. In a large-scale network
with many nodes, however, the state space is too large to
explore all state-action pairs and learn the rewards. There-
fore, in this paper, we use a deep neural network with an
input of state-action pairs and an output of estimated cu-
mulative future reward and train it through a sequence of
experiences.
Using an extensive set of experiments, we confirm that the
proposed solution makes each relay node take actions to set
its transmission range as either zero or maximum. There-
fore, this can be viewed as the activeness of each node,
i.e., an active node makes a connection with the maxi-
mum transmission range and an inactive node does not
make a connection. Thus our autonomous activation sys-
tem automatically selects the relay nodes needed to deliver
data from the source to the destination and deactivates the
transmission mode of unnecessary relay nodes to minimize
power consumption.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-
lows.
• We propose an autonomous network formation solu-
tion that can build a multi-hop ad hoc network in a
distributed manner,
• We formulate a decision-making process based on the
Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework such that
each relay node can determine its optimal wireless
connections while explicitly considering the trade-off
between overall network throughput and individual
transmission power consumption,
• We propose a learning process for the proposed solu-
tion such that individual relay nodes can make deci-
sions using only minimal amount of information from
the system,
• We adopt a deep neural network to efficiently pre-
dict the cumulative future reward for large-scale state-
actions pairs and learn the optimized policy by maxi-
mizing the estimated cumulative future reward, and
• The proposed solution can activate only the few es-
sential nodes needed to build a source-to-destination
connection, leading to an autonomous activation sys-
tem.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly review related works. We introduce a wireless
network model in Section 3. Section 4 provides the pro-
posed distributed decision-making process and correspond-
ing procedures for the system and nodes. An extensive set
of experimental results is provided in Section 5. Finally,
we draw conclusions in Section 6.
2. Related Works
Network formation strategy in wireless ad hoc networks
has been studied in the context of self-organizing net-
works (Kim & Chung, 2006; Sohrabi et al., 2000). A pro-
tocol design for the self-organization of wireless sensor
networks with a large number of static and highly energy
constrained nodes is proposed in (Sohrabi et al., 2000).
In (Kim & Chung, 2006), a self-organizing routing pro-
tocol for mobile sensor nodes is described. The proposed
protocol declares membership in clusters as sensors move
and confirms whether a mobile sensor node can communi-
cate with a specific cluster head within a specific time slot.
Even though those self-organizing protocols can provide
solutions to network design, they require centralized plan-
ning, which necessitates a large amount of system over-
head.
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To overcome that limitation, distributed approaches in
which network nodes can make their own decisions have
been proposed. One widely adopted distributed decision-
making approach is using game theory to consider how
individual players choose their own actions when inter-
acting with other players. In (Komali et al., 2008; Kwon
& Park, 2017a), game-theoretic, distributed topology con-
trol for wireless transmission power is proposed for sen-
sor networks. The purpose of topology control is to as-
sign a per-node optimal transmission power such that the
resulting topology can guarantee target network connectiv-
ity. The similar topology control game in (Eidenbenz et al.,
2006) aims to choose the optimal power level for network
nodes in an ad hoc network to ensure the desired connec-
tivity properties. The dynamic topology control scheme
presented in (Xu et al., 2016) prolongs the lifetime of a
wireless sensor network based on a non-cooperative game.
In (Kwon & Park, 2017b), a link formation game in a net-
work coding-deployed network is proposed with low com-
putational complexity to be used in a large-scale network.
Even though game-theoretic approaches can provide dis-
tributed solutions with theoretical analysis, the solutions
often provide only mediocre performance in practical sys-
tems because they rely on strong assumptions of perfect
information about other players (e.g., actions, payoff func-
tions, strategies, etc.). However, information about the
nodes in wireless mobile networks is often private and
therefore not completely available to other nodes. Even
when information is available, it is still difficult for all
nodes to have perfect information in real-time. Therefore,
each node should be able to learn its environment from par-
tially available information of the network.
A node’s partial observations of its environment can be
well-captured by the agent-environment interaction in the
MDP framework and reinforcement learning (Le et al.).
For example, an MDP-based network formation strategy is
proposed in (Kwon & Park, 2019) and shows that an in-
termediate node can satisfy the Markov property by de-
ploying network coding. Then, policy-compliant inter-
mediate nodes can find an optimal policy based on the
value iteration, thereby adaptively evolving the network
topology against network dynamics in a distributed man-
ner. In (Bhorkar et al., 2012; Hu & Fei, 2010), Q-learning
based distributed solutions for relay nodes are proposed.
By updating the Q-values for state-action pairs, each node
can learn how to act optimally by experiencing the con-
sequences of its actions. For example, a Q-learning-
based adaptive network formation protocol for energy-
efficient underwater sensor networks is proposed in (Hu &
Fei, 2010), and an opportunistic node-connecting strategy
based on Q-learning in wireless ad hoc networks is dis-
cussed in (Bhorkar et al., 2012). A deep reinforcement
learning-based solution is provided in (Valadarsky et al.,
2017); it proposes a network connection strategy that low-
ers the congestion ratio based on deep reinforcement learn-
ing in wired networks, leading to a data-driven network for-
mation scheme. An experimental study of a reinforcement
learning-based design for multi-hop networks is described
in (Syed et al., 2016), and more machine learning-based
approaches are presented in the survey paper in (Boutaba
et al., 2018).
Although those studies of machine learning techniques
have broadened the research agenda, some still resort to
impractical scenarios requiring infeasible information (e.g.,
the state transition probability of each agent), and others
do not consider the resource-limited characteristics of the
agents in wireless mobile networks (e.g., battery powered
device). Therefore, in this paper, we propose an energy-
efficient solution based on a deep Q-network that does not
require knowledge of the state transition probability.
3. Autonomous Nodes with Adjustable
Wireless Transmission Range
We model a wireless mobile ad hoc network as a directed
graph Gτ that consists of a set of nodes V(Gτ ) and a set of
directed links E(Gτ ) at time step τ . There are three types of
nodes in the network, which are source, relay and terminal,
and the node vj ∈ V(Gτ ) can be one of those types. A
source node is denoted by vh where h ∈ H is an index set
of source nodes. Similarly, the index set of terminals for
the source node vh is denoted as Th.
In this paper, we consider the most generalized net-
work scenario, where multiple source nodes simultane-
ously transmit data toward their own terminal nodes, and
each source node has an independent set of terminal nodes.
Specifically, the source node vh for h ∈ H aims to deliver
its data to multiple terminal nodes vt for all t ∈ Th. There-
fore,
∑
h∈H |Th| flows should be simultaneously consid-
ered, where | · | denotes the size of a set. The total index set
of all terminals in Gτ is denoted asT =
⋃
h∈HTh, and the
numbers of source nodes and terminal nodes are denoted
by NH and NT , respectively.
A relay node vi for i ∈ V, where V denotes an index set
of NV relay nodes, can receive data from nodes and for-
ward it to other nodes. Thus, relay nodes play an essential
role whenever a source node is unable to directly transmit
data to its terminal nodes. We consider the relay nodes to
be wireless mobile devices that can move around within a
bounded region with power constraints. Moreover, each
relay node can adaptively decide its transmission range
by adjusting its transmission power, which determines the
range of potential delivery of its data. We denote the ra-
dius of the transmission range of vi as δ¯i,τ , and the Eu-
clidean distance between node vi and node vj at time step
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τ is δi,τ (vj). Then, vj is located in the transmission range
of vi if δi,τ (vj) ≤ δ¯i,τ , and vj can receive data from vi.
The radius of the transmission range of vi is bounded by its
largest transmission range ∆ as determined by the energy
constraint, i.e., 0 ≤ δ¯i,τ ≤ ∆.
The deployment of relay nodes naturally leads to a multi-
hop ad hoc network, and thus the network performance
(e.g., throughput, connectivity and energy consumption)
depends highly on the data path in delivery. Because
each relay node is an autonomous agent that can indepen-
dently and strategically decide its transmission range, the
data path in delivery is determined by the decisions of the
nodes. In the next section, we propose a deep reinforce-
ment learning-based decision-making process that allows
each node to make the optimal decision.
4. Distributed Decision-making for
Autonomous Nodes
In this section, we propose a sequential decision-making
solution that determines the transmission range of relay
nodes.
4.1. Proposed Solution for the Decision-making Process
Each relay node strategically and repeatedly decides its
transmission range by considering the reward for each se-
lected action, where the reward represents the improvement
of network throughput at the cost of the power required to
take the action. The proposed decision-making model is
formulated by an MDP, expressed as a tuple 〈S,A, R, γ〉,
where S is a finite state space, A is a finite action space,
R ∈ R is a reward, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor.
A state si,τ ∈ S of node vi represents the number of nodes
located in its transmission range at time step τ , which im-
plies the number of nodes that can relay data from other
nodes. Because each node is always located within its own
transmission range, the size of a state is at least 1 and at
most NV +NT , i.e., 1 ≤ si,τ ≤ NV +NT .
An action ai,τ ∈ A of node vi represents the difference
between the radius of the transmission range at time step τ
and τ − 1, i.e.,
ai,τ = δ¯i,τ − δ¯i,τ−1. (1)
If ai,τ > 0 (i.e., δ¯i,τ > δ¯i,τ−1), the node increases the
transmission range. Similarly, if ai,τ < 0, the node de-
creases the transmission range (i.e., δ¯i,τ < δ¯i,τ−1). The
node can maintain the same transmission range by tak-
ing action ai,τ = 0. If the radius of the current trans-
mission range is zero (i.e., δ¯i,τ = 0), the negative ac-
tion (i.e., ai,τ < 0) does not change δ¯i,τ . Similarly, if a
node is already set at its maximum transmission range (i.e.,
δ¯i,τ = ∆), the positive action (i.e., ai,τ > 0) does not
change δ¯i,τ .
The reward Ri,τ of node vi at time step τ is defined as
a quasi-linear function that consists of the throughput im-
provement and the amount of transmission power con-
sumption additionally required, expressed as
Ri,τ = u+ ω · η (φτ−1 − φτ−2)− (1− ω) · ai,τ−1. (2)
In (2), u is a constant that guarantees the reward to be non-
negative, and φτ denotes the network throughput of Gτ .
Thus, φτ−1 − φτ−2 is the throughput improvement at the
cost of taking action ai,τ−1. The cost for the action intrin-
sically includes the amount of additional transmit power
consumption at the node, as well as the penalty for caus-
ing additional inter-node interference in the network. Note
that the throughput improvement (i.e., φτ−1 − φτ−2) is a
network-dependent variable that is identical for all relay
nodes included in the same network. On the other hand,
the cost for additional power consumption (i.e., ai,τ−1) is
node-dependent. The weight ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1) can be used to
balance the throughput improvement and additional power
consumption. For example, if the goal is only to improve
the throughput without the consideration of power con-
sumption associated with taking action, ω = 1 can be set.
On the other hand, if ω = 0, the throughput improvement
is not taken into account in the reward, i.e., the network
throughput is not interesting to the node. The scaler η can
balance the range of φτ−1 − φτ−2 and ai,τ−1.
As a solution to the proposed MDP problem, we adopt deep
reinforcement learning. Each node interacts with the sys-
tem through a sequence of state observations, actions, and
rewards. The goal of the node is to select actions in a
fashion that maximizes its cumulative future reward. To
estimate that cumulative future reward, we define the Q-
function of node vi as,




γτRi,τ |si,t = s, ai,t = a
]
(3)
which is the expected cumulative sum of reward Ri,τ dis-
counted by γ at each time step τ , achievable by a behavior
policy pi after making an observation s and taking an action
a at the time step t. Epi denotes the expected value when
the policy pi is used, where the policy pi maps a state s ∈ S
of the node to an action a ∈ A such that a = pi(s). T is the
horizon of a finite MDP.
Because we consider a large-scale network that includes
many wireless nodes and induces a large state space in
the MDP framework, we use a Double Deep Q-Network
(DDQN; (Van Hasselt et al., 2016)) to optimize the Q-
function. The DDQN includes an online network and a
target network. The parameters of the online network in
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the DDQN of node vi at time step τ , denoted as θi,τ , are
trained to minimize the loss function defined in (4). Here,
θ−i represents the parameter of the target network, which
is updated every Ξ steps, where Ξ is the update interval
for the target network. The DDQN evaluates the policy ac-
cording to the online network, and uses the target network
to compute the target Q-value.
The optimal policy pi∗ is defined to maximize the Q-
function and it returns the optimal action a∗ for a given
state s, i.e.,




i (s, a; θi,τ ). (5)
In this system, the -greedy policy is used such that the
node chooses the action that follows the obtained policy
with a probability of 1 − , and it chooses an action uni-
formly at random, otherwise.
In the next section, we describe procedures how the pro-
posed decision-making solution can be adopted in our au-
tonomous node activation system.
4.2. Procedures of the Proposed System
The proposed system includes an online learning algorithm
for the relay nodes so that they learn their own policy in
real time.
Each node owns a DDQN to build its own policy. Specifi-
cally, all nodes determine their transmission range at every
time step, and this forms the network topology Gτ at time
τ . Then, the network throughput φτ measured from the
network topology Gτ is broadcast to all relay nodes. Ex-
cept for the network throughput φτ , which is shared with
all nodes, all the other parameters used in procedures such
as si,τ , ai,τ , δ¯i,τ , θ−i , θi,τ are local, i.e., they are used only
at node vi and not shared with other nodes. In this way, the
role of the system controller is minimized in the proposed
system; all the individual nodes participate actively in the
proposed system, which leads to a decentralized solution.
The overall flow of the procedures performed by individual
nodes in the proposed system is shown in Figure 2. The
detailed description of the procedures is provided in Pro-
cedure 1 in conjunction with the subfunctions described in
Procedure 2 and Procedure 3.
Procedure 1 describes how individual nodes determine
their actions and update their policies at every time step.
In the initialization stage, each node sets up its initial trans-
mission range and DDQN. Then, each node chooses an ac-
tion determined by the function described in Procedure 2
and adjusts its transmission range. All the network nodes
transmit data simultaneously, and the network throughput
Procedure 1 Autonomous node activation system
Require: node set V(Gτ ), action set A, greedy rate , tar-
get network update interval Ξ
1: Initialization: φ0 = 0, τ = 1
2: for ∀vi ∈ V(G1) do
3: Initialize θi,1, θ−i
4: δ¯i,0 = 0, si,1 = 0
5: repeat
6: for ∀vi ∈ V(Gτ ) do
7: ai,τ ← Get Action(si,τ , θi,τ , ,A)
. Procedure 2
8: δ¯i,τ ← δ¯i,τ−1 + ai,τ
9: Transmits data
10: Evaluate φτ
11: τ ← τ + 1
12: for ∀vi ∈ V(Gτ ) do
13: Update si,τ
14: Update DDQN(si,τ−1, ai,τ−1, φτ−1, φτ−2,
si,τ , θ−i , Ξ) . Procedure 3
15: until Delivery terminated
Procedure 2 -greedy action selection from DDQN of
node vi
1: function GET ACTION(si,τ , θi,τ , ,A)
2: Generate random variable p ∼ U(0, 1)
3: if p <  then
4: Randomly select ai,τ in A
5: else
6: ai,τ ← argmaxaQpi(si,τ , a; θi,τ )
7: return ai,τ
is evaluated. Finally, each node updates its state and DDQN
based on Procedure 3. These procedures, i.e., get the ac-
tion, update transmission range, transmit data, evaluate net-
work throughput, and update state and DDQN, are repeated
until the delivery is terminated.
Procedure 2 describes the process for getting actions from
the DDQN. For an -greedy policy, a number p is randomly
chosen from a uniform distribution in the range of [0, 1]. If
p < , the node explores a new action by randomly select-
ing an action from the action set. Otherwise, the node ex-
ploits the trained policy by selecting the action a that max-
imizes Qpi(si,τ , a; θi,τ ).
Procedure 3 describes how to train the DDQN. The node
calculates the reward Ri,τ based on (2) and finds the pa-
rameter θi,τ that minimizes the loss function L(θi,τ−1) in
(4). The parameter θi,τ is updated using the gradient de-
scent method with a learning rate of ρ. The target network
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update DDQN (Procedure 3)
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 ⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="h7+tu/qN6lipQ4Atzbnlkp 2ub+0=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ic0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUsS8jQIl76WaUxVK3g0nt3O/ +8S1EUn8gNOUB4qOYhEJRtFKj346FgMfaTao1ty6uwBZJ15BalCgNah++cOEZYrHyCQ1pu+5KQY51SiY5LOKnxme UjahI963NKaKmyBfHDwjF1YZkijRtmIkC/X3RE6VMVMV2k5FcWxWvbn4n9fPMGoEuYjTDHnMlouiTBJMyPx7MhSa M5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBmVLEheKsvr5POVd1z6979da3ZKOIowxmcwyV4cANNuIMWtIGBgmd4hTdHOy/Ou/OxbC05 xcwp/IHz+QPk15Bs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7+tu/qN6lipQ4Atzbnlkp 2ub+0=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ic0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUsS8jQIl76WaUxVK3g0nt3O/ +8S1EUn8gNOUB4qOYhEJRtFKj346FgMfaTao1ty6uwBZJ15BalCgNah++cOEZYrHyCQ1pu+5KQY51SiY5LOKnxme UjahI963NKaKmyBfHDwjF1YZkijRtmIkC/X3RE6VMVMV2k5FcWxWvbn4n9fPMGoEuYjTDHnMlouiTBJMyPx7MhSa M5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBmVLEheKsvr5POVd1z6979da3ZKOIowxmcwyV4cANNuIMWtIGBgmd4hTdHOy/Ou/OxbC05 xcwp/IHz+QPk15Bs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7+tu/qN6lipQ4Atzbnlkp 2ub+0=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ic0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUsS8jQIl76WaUxVK3g0nt3O/ +8S1EUn8gNOUB4qOYhEJRtFKj346FgMfaTao1ty6uwBZJ15BalCgNah++cOEZYrHyCQ1pu+5KQY51SiY5LOKnxme UjahI963NKaKmyBfHDwjF1YZkijRtmIkC/X3RE6VMVMV2k5FcWxWvbn4n9fPMGoEuYjTDHnMlouiTBJMyPx7MhSa M5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBmVLEheKsvr5POVd1z6979da3ZKOIowxmcwyV4cANNuIMWtIGBgmd4hTdHOy/Ou/OxbC05 xcwp/IHz+QPk15Bs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7+tu/qN6lipQ4Atzbnlkp 2ub+0=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ic0oWy2m3bpbhJ2J0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUsS8jQIl76WaUxVK3g0nt3O/ +8S1EUn8gNOUB4qOYhEJRtFKj346FgMfaTao1ty6uwBZJ15BalCgNah++cOEZYrHyCQ1pu+5KQY51SiY5LOKnxme UjahI963NKaKmyBfHDwjF1YZkijRtmIkC/X3RE6VMVMV2k5FcWxWvbn4n9fPMGoEuYjTDHnMlouiTBJMyPx7MhSa M5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBmVLEheKsvr5POVd1z6979da3ZKOIowxmcwyV4cANNuIMWtIGBgmd4hTdHOy/Ou/OxbC05 xcwp/IHz+QPk15Bs</latexit>
si,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="fCaeDOMcLj7WUD9zNU8mnY by+7s=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECvZY8OKxgv3ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv 3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5Hbu d564NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9GgGmbjqI01ng3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8Vuqn hieUTeiI9yxVNOLGzxYXz8iFVYYkjLUthWSh/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbFa9ufif10sxrPuZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMyf58M heYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytCGVbAje6svrpH1d9dyqd1+rNOp5HEU4g3O4BA9uoAF30IQWMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3Ppat BSefOYU/cD5/AKNVkNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCaeDOMcLj7WUD9zNU8mnY by+7s=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECvZY8OKxgv3ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv 3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5Hbu d564NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9GgGmbjqI01ng3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8Vuqn hieUTeiI9yxVNOLGzxYXz8iFVYYkjLUthWSh/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbFa9ufif10sxrPuZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMyf58M heYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytCGVbAje6svrpH1d9dyqd1+rNOp5HEU4g3O4BA9uoAF30IQWMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3Ppat BSefOYU/cD5/AKNVkNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCaeDOMcLj7WUD9zNU8mnY by+7s=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECvZY8OKxgv3ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv 3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5Hbu d564NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9GgGmbjqI01ng3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8Vuqn hieUTeiI9yxVNOLGzxYXz8iFVYYkjLUthWSh/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbFa9ufif10sxrPuZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMyf58M heYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytCGVbAje6svrpH1d9dyqd1+rNOp5HEU4g3O4BA9uoAF30IQWMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3Ppat BSefOYU/cD5/AKNVkNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCaeDOMcLj7WUD9zNU8mnY by+7s=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECvZY8OKxgv3ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv 3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5Hbu d564NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt9GgGmbjqI01ng3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8Vuqn hieUTeiI9yxVNOLGzxYXz8iFVYYkjLUthWSh/p7IaGTMNApsZ0RxbFa9ufif10sxrPuZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMyf58M heYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytCGVbAje6svrpH1d9dyqd1+rNOp5HEU4g3O4BA9uoAF30IQWMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3Ppat BSefOYU/cD5/AKNVkNk=</latexit>
 i,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="umwKkNX/vgcubnaf19Xwny Jb7Hs=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdutmE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/ cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgrypmgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3 +49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQxGCu26H1MOOCzYpQ9Yz0K74TbdBZx14pWkgUp0QvvLjzOiUyqAcKzU0HNzCAosgRFO ZzVfK5pjMsEjOjRU4JSqoFgcPnPOjRI7SSZNCXAW6u+JAqdKTdPIdKYYxmrVm4v/eUMNSSsomMg1UEGWixLNHcic eQpOzCQlwKeGYCKZudUhYywxAZNVzYTgrb68TnpXTc9tevfXjXarjKOKTtEZukAeukFtdIc6qIsI0ugZvaI368l6 sd6tj2VrxSpnTtAfWJ8/39aTLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umwKkNX/vgcubnaf19Xwny Jb7Hs=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdutmE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/ cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgrypmgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3 +49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQxGCu26H1MOOCzYpQ9Yz0K74TbdBZx14pWkgUp0QvvLjzOiUyqAcKzU0HNzCAosgRFO ZzVfK5pjMsEjOjRU4JSqoFgcPnPOjRI7SSZNCXAW6u+JAqdKTdPIdKYYxmrVm4v/eUMNSSsomMg1UEGWixLNHcic eQpOzCQlwKeGYCKZudUhYywxAZNVzYTgrb68TnpXTc9tevfXjXarjKOKTtEZukAeukFtdIc6qIsI0ugZvaI368l6 sd6tj2VrxSpnTtAfWJ8/39aTLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umwKkNX/vgcubnaf19Xwny Jb7Hs=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdutmE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/ cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgrypmgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3 +49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQxGCu26H1MOOCzYpQ9Yz0K74TbdBZx14pWkgUp0QvvLjzOiUyqAcKzU0HNzCAosgRFO ZzVfK5pjMsEjOjRU4JSqoFgcPnPOjRI7SSZNCXAW6u+JAqdKTdPIdKYYxmrVm4v/eUMNSSsomMg1UEGWixLNHcic eQpOzCQlwKeGYCKZudUhYywxAZNVzYTgrb68TnpXTc9tevfXjXarjKOKTtEZukAeukFtdIc6qIsI0ugZvaI368l6 sd6tj2VrxSpnTtAfWJ8/39aTLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umwKkNX/vgcubnaf19Xwny Jb7Hs=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdutmE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/ cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgrypmgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3 +49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQxGCu26H1MOOCzYpQ9Yz0K74TbdBZx14pWkgUp0QvvLjzOiUyqAcKzU0HNzCAosgRFO ZzVfK5pjMsEjOjRU4JSqoFgcPnPOjRI7SSZNCXAW6u+JAqdKTdPIdKYYxmrVm4v/eUMNSSsomMg1UEGWixLNHcic eQpOzCQlwKeGYCKZudUhYywxAZNVzYTgrb68TnpXTc9tevfXjXarjKOKTtEZukAeukFtdIc6qIsI0ugZvaI368l6 sd6tj2VrxSpnTtAfWJ8/39aTLw==</latexit>
 1,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64=" GzGjUPuzPkc96VlzvOpTedkBOnQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8 NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdut mE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+ C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgryp mgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3+49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQ xGCu26H1MOOCy8Sx+wnoV2w226CzjrxCtJA5XohPaXH2 dEp1QA4VipoefmEBRYAiOczmq+VjTHZIJHdGiowClVQb E4fOacGyV2kkyaEuAs1N8TBU6VmqaR6UwxjNWqNxf/84 YaklZQMJFroIIsFyWaO5A58xScmElKgE8NwUQyc6tDxl hiAiarmgnBW315nfSump7b9O6vG+1WGUcVnaIzdIE8dI Pa6A51UBcRpNEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH8vWilXOnKA/sD5/AI mmkvc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" GzGjUPuzPkc96VlzvOpTedkBOnQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8 NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdut mE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+ C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgryp mgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3+49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQ xGCu26H1MOOCy8Sx+wnoV2w226CzjrxCtJA5XohPaXH2 dEp1QA4VipoefmEBRYAiOczmq+VjTHZIJHdGiowClVQb E4fOacGyV2kkyaEuAs1N8TBU6VmqaR6UwxjNWqNxf/84 YaklZQMJFroIIsFyWaO5A58xScmElKgE8NwUQyc6tDxl hiAiarmgnBW315nfSump7b9O6vG+1WGUcVnaIzdIE8dI Pa6A51UBcRpNEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH8vWilXOnKA/sD5/AI mmkvc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" GzGjUPuzPkc96VlzvOpTedkBOnQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8 NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdut mE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+ C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgryp mgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3+49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQ xGCu26H1MOOCy8Sx+wnoV2w226CzjrxCtJA5XohPaXH2 dEp1QA4VipoefmEBRYAiOczmq+VjTHZIJHdGiowClVQb E4fOacGyV2kkyaEuAs1N8TBU6VmqaR6UwxjNWqNxf/84 YaklZQMJFroIIsFyWaO5A58xScmElKgE8NwUQyc6tDxl hiAiarmgnBW315nfSump7b9O6vG+1WGUcVnaIzdIE8dI Pa6A51UBcRpNEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH8vWilXOnKA/sD5/AI mmkvc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" GzGjUPuzPkc96VlzvOpTedkBOnQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8 NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgED1ISEeyx4MVjBfsBTQibzaZdut mE3Vmhhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL8o5U+ C631ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzis20fHPZVpSWiXZDyTgwgryp mgXWDA6SCXFKcRp/1ocjv3+49UKpaJB5jmNEjxSLCEEQ xGCu26H1MOOCy8Sx+wnoV2w226CzjrxCtJA5XohPaXH2 dEp1QA4VipoefmEBRYAiOczmq+VjTHZIJHdGiowClVQb E4fOacGyV2kkyaEuAs1N8TBU6VmqaR6UwxjNWqNxf/84 YaklZQMJFroIIsFyWaO5A58xScmElKgE8NwUQyc6tDxl hiAiarmgnBW315nfSump7b9O6vG+1WGUcVnaIzdIE8dI Pa6A51UBcRpNEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH8vWilXOnKA/sD5/AI mmkvc=</latexit>
 NV ,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="tD+PgnA3NQxiqTJI9dpzB8zAQsc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBymJ CPZY8OJJKtgPaEPYbDbt0s0m7E6UEvtTvHhQxKu/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCAVXIPjfFultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wK4ednSSKcraNBGJ6gVEM8ElawMHwXqpYiQOBOsG4+uZ331gSvNE3sMkZV5MhpJHnBIwkm9XByETQPz81u+cD4Bk U9+uOXVnDrxK3ILUUIGWb38NwoRmMZNABdG67zopeDlRwKlg08og0ywldEyGrG+oJDHTXj4/fYpPjRLiKFGmJOC5+nsiJ7HWkzgwnTGBkV72ZuJ/Xj+DqOHlXKYZMEkXi6JMYEjwLAcccsUoiIkhhCpubsV0RBShYNKqmBDc5ZdXSeei 7jp19+6y1mwUcZTRMTpBZ8hFV6iJblALtRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjtAfWJ8/HrOT3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tD+PgnA3NQxiqTJI9dpzB8zAQsc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBymJ CPZY8OJJKtgPaEPYbDbt0s0m7E6UEvtTvHhQxKu/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCAVXIPjfFultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wK4ednSSKcraNBGJ6gVEM8ElawMHwXqpYiQOBOsG4+uZ331gSvNE3sMkZV5MhpJHnBIwkm9XByETQPz81u+cD4Bk U9+uOXVnDrxK3ILUUIGWb38NwoRmMZNABdG67zopeDlRwKlg08og0ywldEyGrG+oJDHTXj4/fYpPjRLiKFGmJOC5+nsiJ7HWkzgwnTGBkV72ZuJ/Xj+DqOHlXKYZMEkXi6JMYEjwLAcccsUoiIkhhCpubsV0RBShYNKqmBDc5ZdXSeei 7jp19+6y1mwUcZTRMTpBZ8hFV6iJblALtRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjtAfWJ8/HrOT3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tD+PgnA3NQxiqTJI9dpzB8zAQsc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBymJ CPZY8OJJKtgPaEPYbDbt0s0m7E6UEvtTvHhQxKu/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCAVXIPjfFultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wK4ednSSKcraNBGJ6gVEM8ElawMHwXqpYiQOBOsG4+uZ331gSvNE3sMkZV5MhpJHnBIwkm9XByETQPz81u+cD4Bk U9+uOXVnDrxK3ILUUIGWb38NwoRmMZNABdG67zopeDlRwKlg08og0ywldEyGrG+oJDHTXj4/fYpPjRLiKFGmJOC5+nsiJ7HWkzgwnTGBkV72ZuJ/Xj+DqOHlXKYZMEkXi6JMYEjwLAcccsUoiIkhhCpubsV0RBShYNKqmBDc5ZdXSeei 7jp19+6y1mwUcZTRMTpBZ8hFV6iJblALtRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjtAfWJ8/HrOT3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tD+PgnA3NQxiqTJI9dpzB8zAQsc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBymJ CPZY8OJJKtgPaEPYbDbt0s0m7E6UEvtTvHhQxKu/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCAVXIPjfFultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wK4ednSSKcraNBGJ6gVEM8ElawMHwXqpYiQOBOsG4+uZ331gSvNE3sMkZV5MhpJHnBIwkm9XByETQPz81u+cD4Bk U9+uOXVnDrxK3ILUUIGWb38NwoRmMZNABdG67zopeDlRwKlg08og0ywldEyGrG+oJDHTXj4/fYpPjRLiKFGmJOC5+nsiJ7HWkzgwnTGBkV72ZuJ/Xj+DqOHlXKYZMEkXi6JMYEjwLAcccsUoiIkhhCpubsV0RBShYNKqmBDc5ZdXSeei 7jp19+6y1mwUcZTRMTpBZ8hFV6iJblALtRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjtAfWJ8/HrOT3Q==</latexit>
ai,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit>
ai,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gnd5iznE2qAmCweTbR2jKh TdPAA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/j ts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUijeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nf euLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIVnpEXuZuOwSptNeqexVvDncVeLnpAw56r3SV7cfszTiiphEYzq+l1CQoSbBJJ8Wu6nh CbIxDnnHUoURN0E2v3jqnlul7w5ibUuRO1d/T2QYGTOJQtsZIY3MsjcT//M6KQ2qQSZUkhJXbLFokEqXYnf2vtsX mjOSE0uQaWFvddkINTKyIRVtCP7yy6ukeVXxvYp/f12uVfM4CnAKZ3ABPtxADe6gDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LFrX nHzmBP7A+fwBh2uQxw==</latexit>
a1,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64=" itTDsFuq05BxSI8e3TSSBRybTFs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZh N2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyP O+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUi jeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nfeuLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIV npEXuZf9klTKe9UtmreHO4q8TPSRly1Hulr24/ZmnEFT GJxnR8L6EgQ02CST4tdlPDE2RjHPKOpQojboJsfvHUPb dK3x3E2pYid67+nsgwMmYShbYzQhqZZW8m/ud1UhpUg0 yoJCWu2GLRIJUuxe7sfbcvNGckJ5Yg08Le6rIRamRkQy raEPzll1dJ86riexX//rpcq+ZxFOAUzuACfLiBGtxBHR rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kDMTuQjw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" itTDsFuq05BxSI8e3TSSBRybTFs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZh N2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyP O+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUi jeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nfeuLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIV npEXuZf9klTKe9UtmreHO4q8TPSRly1Hulr24/ZmnEFT GJxnR8L6EgQ02CST4tdlPDE2RjHPKOpQojboJsfvHUPb dK3x3E2pYid67+nsgwMmYShbYzQhqZZW8m/ud1UhpUg0 yoJCWu2GLRIJUuxe7sfbcvNGckJ5Yg08Le6rIRamRkQy raEPzll1dJ86riexX//rpcq+ZxFOAUzuACfLiBGtxBHR rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kDMTuQjw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" itTDsFuq05BxSI8e3TSSBRybTFs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZh N2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyP O+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUi jeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nfeuLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIV npEXuZf9klTKe9UtmreHO4q8TPSRly1Hulr24/ZmnEFT GJxnR8L6EgQ02CST4tdlPDE2RjHPKOpQojboJsfvHUPb dK3x3E2pYid67+nsgwMmYShbYzQhqZZW8m/ud1UhpUg0 yoJCWu2GLRIJUuxe7sfbcvNGckJ5Yg08Le6rIRamRkQy raEPzll1dJ86riexX//rpcq+ZxFOAUzuACfLiBGtxBHR rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kDMTuQjw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" itTDsFuq05BxSI8e3TSSBRybTFs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8SElEsMeCF48V7Ae2oUy223bpZh N2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyP O+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqGW+wWMa6HaLhUi jeIEGStxPNMQolb4Xj25nfeuLaiFg90CThQYRDJQaCIV npEXuZf9klTKe9UtmreHO4q8TPSRly1Hulr24/ZmnEFT GJxnR8L6EgQ02CST4tdlPDE2RjHPKOpQojboJsfvHUPb dK3x3E2pYid67+nsgwMmYShbYzQhqZZW8m/ud1UhpUg0 yoJCWu2GLRIJUuxe7sfbcvNGckJ5Yg08Le6rIRamRkQy raEPzll1dJ86riexX//rpcq+ZxFOAUzuACfLiBGtxBHR rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kDMTuQjw==</ latexit>
aNV ,⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="f2VJyGu1d4K15XvJHrqAbDE8PTA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8SElE sMeCF09SwX5AE8Jku22XbjZhd1YooX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMizPBNXret7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O2zo1irIWTUWqujFoJrhkLeQoWDdTDJJYsE48vp35nSemNE/lI04yFiYwlHzAKaCVAojy+6h9GSCYaVSpejVv DneV+AWpkgLNqPIV9FNqEiaRCtC653sZhjko5FSwaTkwmmVAxzBkPUslJEyH+fzmqXtulb47SJUtie5c/T2RQ6L1JIltZwI40sveTPzP6xkc1MOcy8wgk3SxaGCEi6k7C8Dtc8UoioklQBW3t7p0BAoo2pjKNgR/+eVV0r6q+V7Nf7iu NupFHCVySs7IBfHJDWmQO9IkLUJJRp7JK3lzjPPivDsfi9Y1p5g5IX/gfP4Awd2RdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2VJyGu1d4K15XvJHrqAbDE8PTA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8SElE sMeCF09SwX5AE8Jku22XbjZhd1YooX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMizPBNXret7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O2zo1irIWTUWqujFoJrhkLeQoWDdTDJJYsE48vp35nSemNE/lI04yFiYwlHzAKaCVAojy+6h9GSCYaVSpejVv DneV+AWpkgLNqPIV9FNqEiaRCtC653sZhjko5FSwaTkwmmVAxzBkPUslJEyH+fzmqXtulb47SJUtie5c/T2RQ6L1JIltZwI40sveTPzP6xkc1MOcy8wgk3SxaGCEi6k7C8Dtc8UoioklQBW3t7p0BAoo2pjKNgR/+eVV0r6q+V7Nf7iu NupFHCVySs7IBfHJDWmQO9IkLUJJRp7JK3lzjPPivDsfi9Y1p5g5IX/gfP4Awd2RdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2VJyGu1d4K15XvJHrqAbDE8PTA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8SElE sMeCF09SwX5AE8Jku22XbjZhd1YooX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMizPBNXret7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O2zo1irIWTUWqujFoJrhkLeQoWDdTDJJYsE48vp35nSemNE/lI04yFiYwlHzAKaCVAojy+6h9GSCYaVSpejVv DneV+AWpkgLNqPIV9FNqEiaRCtC653sZhjko5FSwaTkwmmVAxzBkPUslJEyH+fzmqXtulb47SJUtie5c/T2RQ6L1JIltZwI40sveTPzP6xkc1MOcy8wgk3SxaGCEi6k7C8Dtc8UoioklQBW3t7p0BAoo2pjKNgR/+eVV0r6q+V7Nf7iu NupFHCVySs7IBfHJDWmQO9IkLUJJRp7JK3lzjPPivDsfi9Y1p5g5IX/gfP4Awd2RdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2VJyGu1d4K15XvJHrqAbDE8PTA=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8SElE sMeCF09SwX5AE8Jku22XbjZhd1YooX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMizPBNXret7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O2zo1irIWTUWqujFoJrhkLeQoWDdTDJJYsE48vp35nSemNE/lI04yFiYwlHzAKaCVAojy+6h9GSCYaVSpejVv DneV+AWpkgLNqPIV9FNqEiaRCtC653sZhjko5FSwaTkwmmVAxzBkPUslJEyH+fzmqXtulb47SJUtie5c/T2RQ6L1JIltZwI40sveTPzP6xkc1MOcy8wgk3SxaGCEi6k7C8Dtc8UoioklQBW3t7p0BAoo2pjKNgR/+eVV0r6q+V7Nf7iu NupFHCVySs7IBfHJDWmQO9IkLUJJRp7JK3lzjPPivDsfi9Y1p5g5IX/gfP4Awd2RdQ==</latexit>
 ⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJO rE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//G SVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF 37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0Z UmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8yp SDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYVE8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0 AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJO rE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//G SVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF 37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0Z UmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8yp SDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYVE8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0 AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJO rE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//G SVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF 37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0Z UmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8yp SDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYVE8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0 AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJO rE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//G SVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF 37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0Z UmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8yp SDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYVE8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0 AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit>
 ⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJOrE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY 2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ 9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0ZUmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8ypSDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYV E8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJOrE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY 2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ 9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0ZUmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8ypSDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYV E8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJOrE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY 2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ 9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0ZUmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8ypSDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYV E8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SsbezXLHO7DgsC8dnPqLJOrE4a4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIY 2roruHFZwT6kCWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0K9w40IRt36OO//GSVtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edVWSSUw6OGGJ7EdIEUYF6WiqGemnkiAeMdKLpleF37snUtFE3OpZSkKOxoLGFCNtpLsgndBhoFE2rNYc+7JZ 9/w6dGzHabieWxCv4V/40DVKgRpYoT2svgejBGecCI0ZUmrgOqkOcyQ1xYzMK0GmSIrwFI3JwFCBOFFhvjh4Ds+MMoJxIk0JDRfq94kccaVmPDKdHOmJ+u0V4l/eINNxM8ypSDNNBF4uijMGdQKL7+GISoI1mxmCsKTmVognSCKsTUYV E8LXp/B/0vVs17HdG7/Waq7iKIMTcArOgQsaoAWuQRt0AAYcPIAn8GxJ69F6sV6XrSVrNXMMfsB6+wRE9ZCu</latexit>
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Figure 2. The overall flow of the procedures performed by indi-
vidual nodes in the proposed system. The function blocks denoted
by the blue dotted line are operated by node vi and those in red
are operated by the system.
Procedure 3 DDQN update at node vi
1: function UPDATE DDQN(si,τ−1, ai,τ−1, φτ−1,
φτ−2, si,τ , θ−i , Ξ)
2: Update Ri,τ using (2)
3: θi,τ ← θi,τ−1 − ρ∇L(θi,τ−1) using (4)
4: if τ % Ξ = 0 then
5: θ−i ← θi,τ
is updated every Ξ time steps to stabilize the training.
In the next section, we deploy the proposed procedures in
a Wi-Fi Direct network and evaluate the performance.
5. Experiments
In these experiments, we consider a wireless mobile ad hoc
network where multiple relay nodes bridge source nodes
and terminal nodes. All relay nodes are policy-compliant
agents, i.e., each node simply takes the actions dictated by
its policy. Hence, each node works to build an optimal pol-
icy by training its DDQN from a sequence of experiences.
5.1. Experiment Setup
The considered wireless network consists of two source
nodes, two terminals and multiple mobile relay nodes. The
mobile relay nodes are connected by Wi-Fi Direct with
IEEE 802.11ac standard MCS-9. The transmit power is




CHANNEL BANDWIDTH 80 MHz




PHY DATA RATE 1300 Mbps
MAC EFFICIENCY 70%
THROUGHPUT 910 Mbps
computed based on a path loss model, expressed as






= η · dα
where PTX , PRX , λ, and d denote the transmit power, re-
ceive power, wave length, and distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver, respectively. The parameters used in
this experiment are specified by the IEEE 802.11ac stan-
dard (IEE, 2013; cis, 2014) and shown in Table 1.
The network size is the area of the bounded region in which
the mobile nodes are allowed to move, and the number of
relay nodes located in the bounded region is determined
by the Poisson Point Process (PPP) with a node density
of 8 × 10−3 [nodes/m2], which reflects the characteris-
tics of mobile networks. Moreover, the locations of relay
nodes are randomly distributed over the bounded region,
which captures their mobility. In this paper, we define an
episode as a set of time steps with the same network mem-
bers. Hence, the number of relay nodes is reset whenever
a new episode starts, and the location of the nodes changes
in every time step.
Figure 3 shows the number of nodes in 5 networks with
different network sizes. The line in the middle of each box
denotes the median of the experimental results, where on
average 51, 80, 320, 720 and 1280 nodes are located in
networks for the size of 6.4× 103m2, 1.0× 104m2, 4.0×
104m2, 9.0× 104m2, and 1.6× 105m2, respectively. The
top and bottom lines of each box represent the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively.
The action set A has 21 elements, with each element in
the range of [−1, 1] with a step size of 0.1. The maximum
radius of the transmission range ∆ is set to 3.0. The pa-
rameters for the reward function defined in (2) are set as
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Figure 3. The number of nodes for given network sizes with a
node density of 8× 10−3 [nodes / m2].
u = 5, η = 20 and ω = 0.8. The discount factor γ is set to
0.7. The neural network used in the DDQN has two fully
connected layers, with a hidden layer size of 32 and ReLU
nonlinearities. The neural network is optimized using the
RMSProp optimizer with a learning rate of ρ = 0.01. The
target network update interval Ξ is set to 100. For learning
stability, we rescaled the input of the DDQN and the value
of the reward by dividing by 100 and 10, respectively. The
greedy rate  decays linearly from 1.0 to 0.01 in 100 steps.
The network performance is evaluated based on the system
goodput (Miao et al., 2016), defined as the sum of data rates







where xh denotes data generated at a source node vh, T˜h
(⊆ Th) denotes a set of terminal nodes that successfully re-
ceive xh, L represents the size of data set xh, and τ¯(xh, vt)
denotes the travel time for data set xh to arrive at termi-
nal node vt ∈ T˜h. The connectivity ratio is defined as
the number of successfully connected flows out of all flows
from sources to terminals.
5.2. Experimental Results
The three network performance measures, connectivity ra-
tio, system goodput and power consumption per node, are
evaluated over time for networks with four different sizes.
Figure 4 presents the average results from 20 independent
episodes and Table 2 shows the average results in the range
of [100, 150] time steps (i.e., after  is decayed to 0.01).
As shown by the results in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(c), the
Table 2. Averaged results for various network sizes
NETWORK CONNECTIVITY SYSTEM POWER
SIZE RATIO GOODPUT CONSUMPTION
[m2] [Mbps] PER NODE
[dBm]
1.0× 104 0.59 291.2 4.55
4.0× 104 0.49 145.6 4.45
9.0× 104 0.65 136.5 4.48
1.6× 105 0.65 100.1 4.36
network size does not significantly affect the connectivity
ratio or energy consumption per node. Thus the proposed
system is resilient against network size, and can therefore
be a scalable solution for network formation. The advan-
tage of scalability comes from the characteristics of a dis-
tributed solution in which individual nodes need not con-
sider the size of the network. Instead, each node consid-
ers only its own actions and feedback from the network.
Thus, the effects of network size on the decision-making of
each node are significantly limited. On the other hand, the
system goodput decreases as the network size increases, as
shown in Figure 4(b), because the number of hops that the
data traverse to reach a terminal increases, as the network
size increases.
The network performance achieved by the proposed solu-
tion can be understood by investigating how the transmis-
sion range of individual nodes, as well as the resulting net-
work, are by the learning process over time. In Figure 5,
the radius of the transmission range is visualized for 80
nodes over 150 time steps. The learning process begins
at time step 0 by initializing the transmission range of all
nodes as zero. Then, nodes gradually increase their trans-
mission ranges to make stable connections from sources to
terminals in the early stage of the learning process (e.g.,
between 0 and 80 time steps). This is because the reward
function defined in (2) is designed such that the through-
put enhancement (i.e., φτ−1−φτ−2) is high enough at this
stage to take the action ai,τ−1 that enlarges the transmis-
sion range. The corresponding changes in the radius of the
transmission range between 0 and 60 steps are shown in
Figure 5, and the actual connections are depicted in Fig-
ure 6(a) and Figure 6(b).
As more learning stages are processed, the changes in the
transmission range of each node gradually slow down, and
the transmission range of each node eventually converges
to either zero or the maximum (i.e., 3.0), as shown at time
step 150. This can be viewed as the activeness of each
node, i.e., an active node makes a connection with the max-
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(b) System Goodput [Mbps]






















(c) Power Consumption Per Node [dBm]
Figure 4. Measured performance for various network sizes
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Figure 5. Changes in the radius of the transmission range deter-
mined over time by learning in the network nodes
imum transmission range, and an inactive node does not
make a connection. Note that the node activeness is deter-
mined to improve the network throughput as can be seen
by comparing Figure 6(c) and Figure 6(d). Nodes change
their transmission range to find a shorter path from sources
to terminals. Thus, the proposed solution determines which
relay nodes are essential for network throughput improve-
ment and simultaneously minimizes power consumption by
turning off potentially unnecessary relay nodes.
5.3. Performance Comparison
We next compare the performance of the proposed solution
with three existing solutions.
• Value Iteration (Kwon & Park, 2019): A state-of-the-
art model-based MDP solution with the knowledge of
state transition probability and reward. This solution
gives an analytical solution to the near-optimal policy.
Then, the state transition matrix can be found using
that policy, which allows the system to analytically
determine a stationary network. In this experiment,
the optimality level of the policy is set to 0.01.
• TCLE (Xu et al., 2016): A state-of-the-art distributed
solution for designing node connections. This so-
lution enables a node to choose its transmission
power by considering the target algebraic connectiv-
ity (Gross & Yellen, 2004) against transmission en-
ergy dissipation. In this experiment, the target alge-
braic connectivity is set to 0.1.
• Random Selection: This solution enables a node to
randomly select its action from a given action set. In
this experiment, random selection used the setting of
 = 1.
Table 3 shows the system goodput and connectivity ratio of
the four distributed solutions with two network sizes. At
both sizes, the proposed solution achieves higher system
goodput than value iteration while maintaining a compara-
ble connectivity ratio. Note that the value iteration method
requires much more information than the proposed solu-
tion; the state transition probability cannot be easily ob-
tained in real-world applications. Thus, the proposed so-
lution is more practical than value iteration. The random
selection method shows a lower performance than both the
proposed solution and value iteration because it does not
include a learning process. The TCLE method shows the
worst performance for both system goodput and connectiv-
ity ratio because actions are taken without considering spe-
cific source-to-terminal connections. TCLE considers only
general network connectivity in terms of algebraic connec-
tivity.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a distributed solution based
on the DDQN, which enables relay nodes to make deci-
sions for multi-hop ad hoc network formation with only
partial observations in a network with many mobile relay
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(d) Step 150 (Final Network)
Figure 6. Snapshots of the resulting network across the learning stage: the red lines are the shortest paths between sources and terminals
nodes. The proposed solution can activate essential relay
nodes and deactivate unnecessary relay nodes, leading to an
autonomous node activation system that can successfully
build a network in a distributed manner. A deep reinforce-
ment learning algorithm is deployed for decision-making
at the relay nodes, which update their wireless transmis-
sion ranges by observing the number of nodes in their cur-
rent transmission ranges. The reward function includes net-
work throughput and transmission power consumption so
that each relay node can choose its action by explicitly con-
sidering the trade-off between network performance and its
own power consumption. The DDQN used in the decision-
making process can efficiently optimize the Q-function.
Our experimental results confirm that the network built by
the proposed system outperforms those built by existing
state-of-the-art solutions in terms of system goodput and
connectivity ratio.
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